
The Buchon had not been flown for
over six-months during the winter of 2012/2013
and several tethered ground power runs were carried out
before the ex-Spanish Air Force fighter was ready for its first
flight of the season. After completion of these runs, the
pilot undertook taxi trials and then taxied the Buchon to
the fuel pumps to refuel before its planned first flight.

During April 2013, the Heringsdorf, Germany,
Hangar 10 team was busily preparing their Hispano
Buchon D-FMVS (ex-N109W) for the upcoming
airshow season. I had been invited to the airfield by

owner Volker Shulke to see the preparations underway
across the whole of his collection to commence the season
and to undertake some aerial photography.
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numbers during takeoff, landing, and taxi accidents (this
accident rate also instigated the creation of an incredibly
efficient Bf 109 repair program that returned many of the
fighters to front-line service in a short amount of time).
As the war progressed, the numbers of experienced high-
time Bf 109 pilots diminished and the new young pilots
being made operational in the Luftwaffe were given fewer
training hours as the demand for frontline pilots increased.

Therefore, the two-seat Bf 109G-12 trainer variant
was developed in the latter stages of the war and this was
simply a conversion of an existing Gustav airframe.

A second cockpit with basic flight instrumentation and
flight controls was added directly behind the otherwise
unchanged front cockpit. The instructor usually occupied
the rear cockpit. The framed canopy was extended aft and
the hood over the forward cockpit was modified so that the
starboard panel was fixed in place to help with rigidity
with the extended rear structure (the very stout canopy
structure also served as roll-over protection). Visibility
forward from the rear cockpit became virtually non-exis-
tent so outward extended side panels were added to help
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Magnificently restored front and rear G-12 cockpits.
Power up on the DB 605, Charlie Brown lifts off from the grass runway at Heringsdorf on the craft’s final flight before decreasing light
and poor weather put an end to the year’s flight testing.

Sadly, the air-
craft became stuck

in very soft ground after
the pilot departed the taxiway

and, on applying power to get out of the
soft ground, the Buchon went up on its nose

— suffering a prop strike along with considerable
engine damage. When owner Volker Shulke tele-

phoned Elmar Meier of Meier Motors to discuss
what work would be necessary to get the fighter

repaired, Elmar floated the idea of using the
damaged Buchon as the basis for a pro-

ject to complete an airworthy Bf
109G-12 restoration project.

The Bf 109 was a noto-
riously difficult air-

craft to operate
and it is well

known that dur-
ing World War II

the Luftwaffe lost huge

Fitted with the Hispano Buchon
cowlings and propeller, Yellow 27

was photographed over the
Usedom coast with Klaus Plasa

at the controls.


